
Science Curriculum Information 

Year 7 

What will be studied? 
Topic(s) 
Students are following the AQA KS3 Science Syllabus. 

● How Science works – during September teachers spend time getting to know            

students and what they previously studied before joining us at Alperton. Students            

will do a range of activities from lighting the Bunsen burner to planning an              

investigation on diffusion. This unit ends with a baseline assessment.  

● Biology: Organisms – students will look at the levels of organisation in a number              

of living organisms. Students will learn how muscles work together to allow a             

body to move. Students will have the opportunity to develop skills in microscopy             

as they observe cells.  

● Physics: Forces and Universe – students will look at how forces interact and             

apply this knowledge to look at motion. They will also look at Space and build up                

knowledge from KS2. Students have the opportunity to develop skills in graph            

drawing, calculations and problem solving in this unit.  

● Chemistry: States of matter – students will start to work more practically in the              

science lab and will look at the particle model of materials. Students will be              

developing skills in their presentation of data and their ability to draw            

conclusions as well as being able to draw conclusions from practical work.  

● Biology: Human biology, reproduction and ecosystems – Students will learn how           

plants and animals reproduce and how different animals and plants interact in            

an ecosystem. During this unit students will develop their skills on constructing            

explanations and justifying their opinions.  

● Physics: Energy and waves – Students will look at the costs of energy and energy               

transfer and link this to sound and light. Students will develop skills in drawing              

scientific diagrams, interrogating sources and examining consequences.  

● Chemistry: Reactions – students look at chemical reactions and will do a range of              

activities such as working with acids and alkalis, reacting metals with water and             

displacement reactions. This gives students the opportunity to analyse patterns,          

discuss limitations of experiments and draw conclusions.  

Students will apply and develop their knowledge by undertaking a range of practical             
work. This practical work is used to develop transferable skills such as devising and              
testing questions, identifying and controlling variables, analysing and interpreting data.          
Students are given the opportunity to build and master practical skills including: using             
specialist equipment to take measurements, handling and manipulating equipment with          
confidence and recognising hazards and planning to minimise risk. These skills are            
assessed in students GCSE exam.  
 
How do you assess the learning?  
All units are assessed with end of unit examinations. These are 45-55 minute tests based               
on the learning of the unit. At the beginning of the unit students are given a ‘student                 
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overview’ which outlines what will be covered and pages numbers corresponding to the             
online textbook for students to work independently.  
Teachers arrange opportunities in lesson for students to present work and do individual             
and group projects.  Practical work is completed in lesson and assessed by teachers. 
 
 

 

End of Year Examination 
How will I be assessed at the end of the year? 
Students are given a one hour final assessment covering topics from the whole of Year 7.                
This also covers the skills that students have learnt, students will be assessed on their               
ability to apply knowledge they have gained in one topic to another. For example, they               
may have done some work on graph drawing in physics – in their exam they may be asked                  
to draw a graph for chemistry.  
 
 

How can I help my child? 
Guidance and advice 

● Kerboodle.com – all students have a log in for a free version of the textbook used                

in lessons. This also includes videos, support and extension activities. 

● BBC Bitesize – KS3 Science. Students can find animations, explanations and           

questions on this site – organised as Biology, Chemistry and Physics.  

● Collins Science KS3 Revision - Collins provide KS3 revision books based on the AQA              

KS3 science syllabus.  

● Doddlelearn.co.uk - KS3 Science. Students can find animations, power points          

explanations and questions on this site – organised as Biology, Chemistry, Physics            

and working scientifically. 
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Year 8 

What will be studied? 
Topic(s) 
Students are following the Activate 2 Scheme of Learning 
 

● Biology: Food, drugs & ecosystems – Students look at digestion and how the             

products of digestion and transported around the body. They also look at the             

effects of legal and illegal drugs. During this unit students are able to test              

hypotheses and discuss limitations of practical work in some areas of biology.  

● Chemistry: Periodic Table and separation of mixtures – Students start to look at             

the periodic table as a tool and link the position of an element to the type of                 

reactions it undergoes. They also look at how to separate mixtures, such as the              

products of a chemical reaction. Students focus on reviewing theories,          

constructing explanations, collecting data and devising questions in this topic.  

● Physics: Electrical circuits and magnets - Students will be developing practical           

skills by constructing electrical circuits. They will develop skills in devising           

questions and planning variables in order to test hypotheses. They will look at             

magnets and electromagnets and look at developments of maglev trains.  

● Biology: Biological reactions – Students will look in detail at photosynthesis and            

respiration – the two main biological reactions studied in KS3 and KS4. They will              

have the opportunity to link this back to the biology they studied previously – as               

the processes require materials which get to cells by methods looked at in the              

beginning of Year 8 and in Year 7. Students will also look at inheritance, and               

during this they will develop skills in communicating ideas to others.  

● Chemistry: Chemical reactions and the rock cycle – Students will look at the             

natural resources of the earth and how these react to produce our everyday             

materials. They will study the rock cycle in detail and be able to model this in a                 

variety of ways. Students will develop skills in reviewing theories and justifying            

their opinions.  

● Physics: Energy – Students look at heat transfer and how this is different             

depending on the substance. They will look at where we get our energy from and               

link this back to the previous physics and chemistry unit. Students will develop             

skills in devising questions and collecting data.  

 

Students will apply and develop their knowledge by undertaking a range of practical             
work. This practical work is used to develop transferable skills such as devising and              
testing questions, identifying and controlling variables, analysing and interpreting data.          
Students are given the opportunity to build and master practical skills including: using             
specialist equipment to take measurements, handling and manipulating equipment with          
confidence and recognising hazards and planning to minimise risk. These skills are            
assessed in students GCSE exam.  
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How do you assess the learning?  
All units are assessed with end of unit examinations. These are 45-55 minute tests based               
on the learning of the unit. At the beginning of the unit students are given a ‘student                 
overview’ which outlines what will be covered and pages numbers corresponding to the             
online textbook for students to work independently.  
Teachers arrange opportunities in lesson for students to present work and do individual             
and group projects.  
 
 

End of Year Examination 
How will I be assessed at the end of the year? 
Students are given a one hour final assessment covering topics from the whole of Year 8.                
There may be some linkage to topics in Year 7. This also covers the skills that students                 
have learnt, students will be assessed on their ability to apply knowledge they have gained               
in one topic to another. For example, they may have done some work on graph drawing in                 
physics – in their exam they may be asked to draw a graph for chemistry.  
 
 

How can I help my child? 
Guidance and advice 

● Kerboodle.com – all students have a log on for a free version of the textbook used                

in lessons. This also includes videos, support and extension activities. 

● BBC Bitesize – KS3 Science. Students can find animations, explanations and           

questions on this site – organised as Biology, Chemistry and Physics.  

● Collins Science KS3 Revision - Collins provide KS3 revision books based on the AQA              

KS3 science syllabus, students in Year 8 are studying the Activate syllabus – it may               

be necessary for both the Year 7 and Year 8 to be purchased if parents would like                 

to use these. 
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Year 9 

What will be studied? 
Topic(s) 
Students are starting their GCSE Science course in Year 9. All students regardless of set               
are starting the AQA Separate Sciences (Biology, Chemistry and Physics) and the decision             
of whether students continue with separate sciences or study Double Science (AQA            
Combined Science: Trilogy) will be taken by students with guidance from their teachers             
towards the end of Year 9. There is no coursework in the GCSE and instead students take                 
a number of required practicals. These practicals examine the skills built at KS3.  
 

● Biology: cells – Students start their GCSE course with a refresher of what they              

learnt at KS3. They look at animal, plant and bacterial cells in more detail than               

before – understanding the role of each organelle inside a cell. Students look at              

how substances move into and out of cells and the medical use of stem cells.               

Students develop practical skills in the use of a microscope and using measuring             

equipment to make accurate measurements.  

● Chemistry: atomic structure and the periodic table - Students build upon            

knowledge gained in Year 8 where they look at the periodic table as a tool for                

chemists. They review theories of atomic structure and look at why ideas change             

in the science community. They look at groups of the periodic table in detail and               

the reactions that occur.  

● Physics: Energy and energy resources - Students build up their knowledge of            

energy from KS3 to look at different types of energy transformations. Students            

start to apply mathematical equations to their physics knowledge. GCSE students           

have a list of formulae they are required to learn and apply.  

● Chemistry: Structure and bonding – Students look at the particle model – a topic              

they first visited in Year 7. They use the particle model to understand the              

attractions that hold atoms and ions together. Students look at a number of             

materials and how the bonding between their particles gives the materials their            

properties.  

● Biology: Organisation – Students look at the digestive system and the circulatory            

system in detail, as well as organisation in plants. Students will have to apply their               

knowledge on animals to plants and compare the differences and justify the            

differences.  

● Physics: Particles - Students work in this unit links to chemistry taught in Year 8.               

Students look at changes of state and how the heat transfers in these processes              

cause bonds to break.  

How do you assess the learning?  
All units are assessed with end of unit examinations. These are 45-55 minute tests based               
on the learning of the unit. At the beginning of the unit students are given a ‘student                 
overview’ which outlines what will be covered and pages numbers corresponding to the             
online textbook for students to work independently.  
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Teachers arrange opportunities in lesson for students to present work and do individual             
and group projects.  
 
 

End of Year Examination 
How will I be assessed at the end of the year? 
Students are given a one hour final assessment consisting of GCSE questions on the topics               
taught in Year 9. Students will be assessed on any of the practicals they have done                
throughout the year. This also covers the skills that students have learnt, students will be               
assessed on their ability to apply knowledge they have gained in one topic to another. For                
example, they may have used a specific piece of equipment in a physics practical – in their                 
exam they may be explain how they would use this in a biology practical.  
 
 

How can I help my child? 
Guidance and advice 

● Kerboodle.com – all students have a log on for a free version of the textbook used                

in lessons. This also includes videos, support and extension activities. 

● BBC Bitesize – KS3 Science. Students can find animations, explanations and           

questions on this site – organised as Biology, Chemistry and Physics.  

● CGP Revision Guides/Work books - If students will be using these they need to be               

specific to the AQA Separate or Trilogy course. They contain only the important             

facts and some exam style questions to test students’ knowledge and skills. 

● MyGCSEScience – When students are in Year 10 the school purchase a subscription             

for myGCSEscience.com. For Year 9 topics, the videos are freely available on            

youtube.  

 

 


